
 

יהוה  

ARK OF DELIVERANCE 
Is ready to be Boarded. The Cardinal Cross is Demarking the Focal Point to take notice during such a  

Celestial Sign in the Heavens. Perhaps the Timing, soon thereafter will witness the Rapture as a ‘Reverse 

Type’ of how the World was removed from Noah, so the Church is removed from the World. 
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Pierced through    

A CARDINAL CROSS 

Cardinal Crosses mark a coming Turning Point in Human History and specifically as it pertains to Israel, then the Rapture perhaps is tied to the Cardinal Cross that is demarking Argo, the Ark in the Celestial Star Configuration. It Depicts the Grand Celestial Ship that takes the Pilgrims Home according to the work of E.W. Bullinger. What is unique about 
this the Grand Cross is it adds another Layer of Prophetic Overtones after a Passover alluding to the Days of Noah. The Message of the Cardinal Cross being, in this case, was so near to the Passover, that it suggests that the Ark of Deliverance is ready and available and perhaps a ‘Last Call’ to get in. What most will miss in observing this Celestial  

Alignment is the backside depiction the Cardinal Cross is actually demarking. Upon an Observation, using the Stereographic View of the Solar System, it can be easily ascertained that the Message of the Cardinal Cross is alluding to the Ark, the Celestial Boat that is built for the Deliverance of the ‘Pilgrims’ Metaphorically and Biblically speaking, the Ark 
is ready to be Boarded. This study strongly suggests that the Cardinal Cross is demarking the focal point which emphasis Argo or the Ark. Such Celestial Signs by YHVH are perhaps meant to be taken notice of during a Passover and Cross in the Heavens that are perhaps a ‘Call’ that a Turning Point is about to occur in the Word and that the Ark is 
about to Depart with the Bride of Christ. Perhaps the Time of the Cardinal Cross, thereafter will witness this Change and ‘Departing’ Scenario. Perhaps there will be a 10 Year Countdown to the Final Boarding Call as the Calls to board Trains often occur in comparison as Trains are about to depart. Metaphorically, Jesus Christ was and id that ’Ark’,  
during the Passover on which He became the Sacrificial Lamb to take away the Sins of the World at another Cross, that of Calvary in Jerusalem. Could the Cardinal Cross be so clear of a Sign for Israel to occur after its Passover to have the Jews take note and look at a Cross and perhaps see YHVH which means, Behold the Hand, Behold the Nail.  

CELESTIAL PRECEDENCE 
This study strongly suggests thus that YHWH is 
Announcing that the ‘Ark’ is ready; the Call is to be 
proclaimed to enter in through the only 1 and Narrow 
Door, Jesus Christ. In an Analogy of Noah to the 
Rapture and Passover, YHVH’s Judgment passed 
over those that were Under the Blood of the Lamb. It 
was as if the Water of Judgment passed over the Ark 
of Noah. Many in the Christian Community will  
ascribe this Focal Point of Argo, designated by the  
Cardinal Cross as an emphasis that the ‘Deliverance’ 
is about to occur, i.e., the Rapture. This study is not 
insinuating that the literal Rapture event will take 
place at the very time of a Blood Moon or during of 
the Cardinal Cross. The Signs are perhaps just a 
putting On-Notice of when such Deliverance could 
occur but that such incredible Signs as the Cardinal 
Cross have reached their climax and prophetically, 
the People of Jesus should be on High Alert.  

Argo the Ship is referencing ‘The Pilgrims safe at home’. Argo is a depiction 

of a celestial ship or Ark that is made up of multitudes of travelers or 

‘Pilgrims’. It has 64 stars in the constellation. The brightest star is near the 

keel and is called Canopus which means ‘the possession of Him who 

cometh.’ Other star-names are  

 

Sephina The multitude or abundance 

Tureis The possession 

Asmidiska The released who travel 

Soheil The desired  

Subilon  The Brach. 

= BEHOLD THE HAND BEHOLD THE NAIL 

Messiah 

Passover Lamb 

FOCAL POINT - ARGO 

This study strongly suggests that the Cardinal Cross is all about the Ark of Deliverance. It is a 
deliverance from this present evil world that has overtones of the Biblical storyline of Noah’s Ark. 
This is depicted when one realizes what the celestial focal point of the Cardinal Cross is centered 
on. This center point is Argo, the Ship when configuring a Stereographic universe view from 
Earth’s perspective. Argo is associated with the other signs of Cancer which means ‘Messiah's 
redeemed possession held fast.’ There is also Ursa Major, the large sheepfold and Ursa Minor, 
the smaller sheepfold. 
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A DELIVERANCE? 
(Rapture?) 
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CARDINAL CROSS OF THE COSMOS 


